
Divided god-evaluation               ...in english 
 
Divided god? O.k. The title seems interesting. God, divided? Sure. Come to think of it, god, 
religion, and religious people take a lot of space in our world. Significant? No doubt. 
At the beggining of the project I certainly did not know what to expect, where will i fit,... 
But everything fell into its place (except Olgu). Train, the balkan express to Mostar already 
tought me some very important experiences, and because I was never so »deep« in Balkan, I 
was fascinated with our southern brothers. Especially the way of life in Balkan, its ethnic 
music, gypsies, and temper, the thing we slovenians lack of.  
Mostar, Novi Sad, Neretva, Donava. One stuck between rocks and mountains, other planted in 
plains of Vojvodina. Both beautiful, magic and extatic on one hand, on other full of scars that 
the terrible a decade before war left behind. But the poople are open, friendly, worm, crazy 
(because of the notorious heat wave) and so on. We explored ,for me, unknown face of islam, 
mostly in Mostar, and the face of orthodox church I did not know its exsists.  
Ljubljana. I was so bussy, i did not noticed anything.  
Berlin. I finnaly felt being a part of something big. The city, donner kebab, and the people. 
We, People of the project, already connected like a big family, or more like a pack, we 
explored the cosmopolitain city like Berlins. What is with the youth and religion in the city as 
Berlin, how is exepted, nationalities, immigrants, sex orientation, everyhing... . 
 
Over and all, this project is on of the most important things i have experienced in my life, and 
altough the project proportions are globally small (so far) it works. Most important, exepting 
that differences, is the crucial element we must all obtain somehow   ( in order to evolve,  
by gods!!!). People of the project, cca.50 of us, certainly will never forget get how to work, 
sleep, eat, drink, occasionally smoke and so on, with the people, different from themselves.  
Did we ( I ) learn anything? A lot. And I am still learning about it. Fun at work? 300% 
 Does it work?  
For now, absolutely, but only time will tell the results of this »international dialogs«. 
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